TerraControl
- Automatic ridge pressure regulation and depth control
- Uniform depth control and constant ridge pressure under all conditions
- Ridge pressure setting at the operator terminal
- Automatic digging depth control via ridge scanning

ErgoDrive
- Ergonomic and intuitive operating concept for self-propelled harvester
- Freely programmable

myGRIMME
- The GRIMME customer portal
- The customer can create and display all his GRIMME machines clearly arranged
- All machine-specific documents such as operator manual, maintenance instructions and spare parts list can be viewed
- The location and movements of the machine can be displayed at any time via Google Maps
- Digital antitheft via geofencing

GRIMME i-systems
- Function monitoring via cameras
- Automatic display of assemblies when changing the machine setting, activating machine functions or deviations from normal operation
- Relief for the driver